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In conditions of T lymphopenia, interleukin (IL) 7 levels rise and, via T cell receptor for
antigen–self–major histocompatibility complex (MHC) interaction, induce residual naive
T cells to proliferate. This pattern of lymphopenia-induced “homeostatic” proliferation is
typically quite slow and causes a gradual increase in total T cell numbers and differentiation into cells with features of memory cells. In contrast, we describe a novel form of
homeostatic proliferation that occurs when naive T cells encounter raised levels of IL-2
and IL-15 in vivo. In this situation, CD8ⴙ T cells undergo massive expansion and rapid
differentiation into effector cells, thus closely resembling the T cell response to foreign
antigens. However, the responses induced by IL-2/IL-15 are not seen in MHC-deficient
hosts, implying that the responses are driven by self-ligands. Hence, homeostatic proliferation of naive T cells can be either slow or fast, with the quality of the response to self
being dictated by the particular cytokine (IL-7 vs. IL-2/IL-15) concerned. The relevance of
the data to the gradual transition of naive T cells into memory-phenotype (MP) cells with
age is discussed.
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In young life, most mature T cells are immunologically naive and remain in interphase for prolonged periods (1–3); in mice, these cells are
typified by low (lo) expression of CD44. A small
proportion of T cells (10–20%) have features of
antigen-specific memory cells, and these MP
cells are characterized by high (hi) expression of
CD44. In recent years, it has become apparent
that the homeostatic control of naive and MP
T cells is quite different. For naive T cells, these
cells are kept alive by covert signaling induced
by contact with IL-7 combined with TCR interaction with self-MHC ligands (4–8). For MP
cells, a small subset of these cells is maintained
in an activated state through overt recognition
of self-MHC ligands (9, 10), but most MP cells
are resting cells (1–3, 6, 11, 12). Both for CD4
and CD8 cells, typical resting MP cells divide
intermittently, about once every 1–3 wk. These
cells are MHC independent but are heavily dependent on contact with cytokines, notably IL-7
and IL-15 (6, 11, 12).
The online version of this article contains supplemental material.
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Although typical naive T cells rarely, if ever,
divide unless confronted with antigen, naive
cells enter cell cycle when total T cell numbers
are reduced to low levels. Driven by the combined effects of an increase in IL-7 levels plus
continuous TCR exposure to self-MHC ligands,
residual naive CD44lo T cells undergo “homeostatic” expansion and differentiation into MP
CD44hi cells, thereby restoring total T cell
numbers toward normal (13–16). Such lymphopenia-induced proliferation typically occurs
when small numbers of naive T cells are transferred to T cell–depleted hosts, e.g., irradiated
normal mice or immunodeficient RAG/ or
SCID mice.
The tempo of homeostatic proliferation in
T cell–depleted hosts is characteristically slow and
leads to only gradual expansion of the cells without differentiation into effector cells. In contrast,
we describe in this paper a florid form of homeostatic expansion driven by elevated levels of
IL-2 and IL-15. Similar to contact with foreign
antigen, naive T cells undergo massive expansion and differentiation into effector cells.
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RESULTS
Proliferation of T cell subsets transferred
to CD122ⴚ/ⴚ hosts
The requirements for inducing the homeostatic proliferation of
naive CD8 cells were examined by transferring small numbers
of FACS-purified, CFSE-labeled CD44lo B6 CD8 cells into
various mouse strains. Confirming previous findings (13, 14),
the allotype (Thy1.1)-marked donor cells remained in interphase in normal B6 hosts but underwent two to three rounds
of division over 4 d in T cell–depleted hosts, i.e., irradiated

(750 cGy) B6 mice or RAG/ hosts (Fig. 1, A and B). As
mentioned in the previous section above, this pattern of slow
proliferation in T cell–depleted hosts is recognized as a hallmark of homeostatic proliferation and is driven largely by elevated concentrations of IL-7 combined with TCR contact with
self–MHC-I ligands (7, 8, 13, 15–19).
Surprisingly, a much more prominent form of proliferation occurred after T cell transfer to CD122/ mice, i.e.,
mice that lack the  chain (CD122) of the receptor (CD122/
common  chain [c]) for IL-2 and IL-15 (20). When small
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Figure 1. Proliferation of normal T cells in CD122ⴚ/ⴚ hosts. (A) FACS-sorted naive (CD44lo) CD8 T cells (Thy1.1) were CFSE labeled and transferred
i.v. at 106 cells per mouse into normal B6, irradiated (750 cGy) B6, RAG/, and CD122/ mice. Spleen and LN cells were analyzed 4 d later by flow
cytometry after staining for Thy1.1 and CD8 (left). Numbers in the dot plot indicate percentages of donor CD8 (Thy1.1 CD8) cells within the total
lymphocyte populations. CFSE profiles show the proliferation of gated donor CD8 cells from the indicated hosts (right). (B) Fold expansion of donor cells
recovered from pooled spleen and LN of mice in A (mean  SD of two mice per group). (C) A mixture of FACS-sorted CD44lo CD4 and CD8 cells (Thy1.1)
was CFSE labeled and transferred into CD122/ mice (0.5  106 cells of each population per mouse). At the indicated time points, spleen and LN cells
were analyzed by flow cytometry. Shown are CFSE profiles of gated donor CD4 (Thy1.1 CD8–) and CD8 (Thy1.1 CD8) cells. (D) Total donor cell recoveries from mice in C (mean  SD of two to three mice at each time point). Numbers indicate fold expansion of donor cells at each time point. (E) Mixtures
of FACS-sorted CD44lo or CD44hi CD4 and CD8 cells (Ly5.1) were transferred into CD122/ mice (2  106 cells of each population per mouse). Spleen
and LN cells were analyzed 7 d later by flow cytometry. Dot plots show Ly5.1 versus CD8 profiles (left) of total lymphocytes and CD4 versus CD8 profiles
(right) of gated donor (Ly5.1) CD44lo (top) and CD44hi cells (bottom), and the bar graph shows total donor cell recoveries from the indicated hosts (mean 
SD of two mice per group). Numbers in the dot plots and bar graph indicate percentages of cells in the quadrants and the fold expansion of recovered
donor cells, respectively.
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Surface markers
For LN CD8 cells, proliferation of CD44lo cells in CD122–/–
hosts led to rapid conversion to CD44hi cells, accompanied
by up-regulation of activation markers such as CD25 and
CD69 on day 3 (Fig. S2, available at http://www.jem.org/
cgi/content/full/jem.20070740/DC1). Expression of these
markers then declined. By day 7, many of the proliferating
cells showed down-regulation of CD62L and up-regulation
of CD122 and markers found on NK cells and memory cells,
such as CD94, NKG2A, and NKG2D. In contrast, proliferation failed to cause up-regulation of activation markers or
expression of NK cell markers in irradiated B6 mice (Fig. S2).
In terms of effector function, the proliferating CD8 cells
showed strong staining for granzyme B and, upon restimulation in vitro, strong synthesis of IFN- (see below; unpublished data).
Role of CD28
In contrast to responses to foreign antigens, CD28 expression
on T cells plays no obvious role in typical slow homeostatic
proliferation in B6 mice (Fig. S3, A and B, available at http://
www.jem.org/cgi/content/full/jem.20070740/DC1) (21, 22).
Similar findings applied to rapid T cell proliferation in CD122/
hosts. Thus, for naive CD8 cells, total yields of donor cells in
CD122/ hosts injected with CD28/ cells were as high as
with the injection of WT cells (Fig. S3, A and B).
Proliferation of TCR transgenic (Tg) cells
As for polyclonal B6 T cells, marked proliferation of naive T
cells in CD122/ hosts applied to TCR Tg cells (Fig. 2 A).
For each TCR Tg line tested, CD44lo T cell proliferation in
CD122/ hosts was far stronger than in irradiated B6 mice.
Importantly, as for homeostatic proliferation in irradiated B6
hosts, the intensity of donor proliferation in CD122/ mice
varied considerably from one TCR Tg line to another. Thus,
for naive OT-I (23) and 2C (24) CD8 cells, and also for
JEM VOL. 204, August 6, 2007

SMARTA CD4 cells (25), moderate proliferation of these
cells in irradiated B6 mice correlated with massive proliferation in CD122/ mice (Fig. 2 A). Conversely, for HY CD8
cells (26) and OT-II CD4 cells (27), little or no proliferation
in irradiated B6 mice (Fig. 2 A) (19, 28–30) correlated with
weak but notable proliferation in CD122/ hosts (Fig. 2, A
and B). For HY cells, yields of clonotype-positive (T3.70)
CD8 cells in CD122/ hosts were 50–100-fold lower on
day 7 than with the transfer of OT-I or 2C cells to these hosts
(Fig. 2 B and not depicted).
Influence of CD25ⴙ CD4ⴙ T reg cells
As mentioned above, CD122/ mice show prominent lymphadenopathy and splenomegaly. These mice lack typical CD25
Foxp3 CD4 T reg cells (31), presumably because these IL-2–
responsive cells cannot respond to IL-2 in the host environment.
Hence, the intense proliferation of normal T cells in CD122/
hosts might reflect the absence of T reg cells. To investigate this
possibility, small numbers of CD44lo B6 CD8 cells were transferred to CD122/ hosts together with a twofold higher dose
of CD25 CD4 cells versus CD25 CD4 cells. Notably, proliferation of the donor CD8 cells measured on day 3 was as
high with cotransfer of donor CD25 CD4 cells as with
CD25 CD4 cells (Fig. 2 C). This lack of inhibition by the T
reg cells correlated with prominent proliferation of these cells,
presumably because of the raised levels of IL-2 in CD122/
mice (see below). It should be noted that the proliferating T reg
cells recovered from CD122/ hosts remained CD25 and
Foxp3 (Fig. 2 C).
Comparison with responses to foreign antigens
The rapid proliferation of naive CD8 cells in CD122/
hosts raised the question of how this type of proliferation
compared with typical responses of CD8 cells to foreign
antigens. To examine this issue, we used the fact that 2C CD8
cells give strong responses to Kb-restricted 8-mer SIYR peptide (SIYRp) in B6 hosts (32). When naive 2C cells were
transferred to nonirradiated B6 mice together with SIYRloaded syngenic BM-derived DCs, total yields of the donor
T cells from spleen on day 4 were approximately fourfold
higher than the number initially injected (Fig. 3 A). Similar
findings occurred when 2C cells were transferred to B6 mice
plus soluble SIYRp and poly I:C as adjuvant (Fig. 3 B). In
contrast, when 2C cells were transferred to CD122/ mice
without SIYRp, yields of donor 2C cells on day 4 were much
greater, i.e., 20–30-fold higher than the number initially injected (Fig. 3, A and B). Yields were further improved mildly
(by 20–50%) when 2C cells were cotransferred with SIYRp
to CD122/ hosts (Fig. 3, A and B). In these hosts, the strong
expression of activation markers and NK cell markers on the
donor cells was largely unaffected by the presence of SIYRp
(Fig. 3 C). Responses to peptide in B6 hosts, in contrast, led
to only limited expression of activation and NK cell markers.
In terms of effector function, IFN- synthesis after TCR ligation in vitro was stronger for 2C cells transferred to CD122/
hosts with or without peptide than for 2C cells exposed to
1789
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numbers (106) of normal T cells were injected into unmanipulated (nonirradiated) CD122/ mice, total yields of donor CD8 cells at 4 d after transfer were ⵑ100-fold higher
than in irradiated B6 hosts (Fig. 1, A and B). Proliferation of
naive T cells in CD122/ hosts was much more pronounced
for CD8 than CD4 cells (Fig. 1, C and D). For CD8 cells,
proliferation in CD122/ hosts was almost as high with
CD44lo cells as with CD44hi cells (Fig. 1 E and see below). All
of the data in Fig. 1 refer to LN T cells. Marked (100-fold)
expansion of naive CD8 cells also applied to mature thymocytes. Thus, transferring 107 unseparated thymocytes, which
contained ⵑ1% CD8 CD4 cells, yielded ⵑ1.5  107 mature donor CD8 cells on day 7 (Fig. S1, A and B, available at
http://www.jem.org/cgi/content/full/jem.20070740/DC1).
For donor CD8 cells from the LN, it is worth noting that the
donor cells (Ly5.1) outnumbered host CD8 cells (Ly5.1)
by 1 wk after transfer (Fig. 1 E), which is striking when it is
kept in mind that CD122–/– mice have massive enlargement of
the spleen and LN (20).

peptide in B6 hosts (Fig. 3 D). Collectively, these findings
suggest that the “antigen-independent” proliferative response
of naive CD8 cells in CD122/ hosts was as, or more, intense than the response to specific antigen in normal B6 hosts.
Stimuli for proliferation
Because CD122–/– mice contain large numbers of activated host
cells, the marked proliferation of donor T cells in these mice
might reflect exposure to high levels of proinflammatory cytokines. This possibility is unlikely, however, because proliferation
of donor T cells was also conspicuous (though slightly reduced)
in 2C or OT-I mice crossed to a CD122/ background (Fig.
S4, A and B, available at http://www.jem.org/cgi/content/full/
jem.20070740/DC1); these mice display minimal lymphadenopathy, and nearly all of their T cells are CD44lo. For the experiment
shown, we used a mixture of either allotype-marked CD44lo and
CD44hi CD8 cells (for 2C/CD122/ hosts) or CD44lo CD4
and CD8 cells (for OT-I/CD122/ hosts) as donor cells.
1790

With regard to other stimuli, serum levels of IL-2 were
undetectable in normal B6 mice but were very high, ⵑ200
pg/ml, in CD122/ mice (Fig. 4 A). Because CD122/c is
the receptor for IL-15 as well as IL-2, one would expect both
cytokines to be elevated in CD122/ mice. However, we
were unable to detect IL-15 in serum (unpublished data),
which is in line with the recent view that, for the most part,
IL-15 is not secreted but is held on the cell surface bound to
IL-15R (33). Hence, the failure to detect IL-15 in serum does
not exclude the possibility that CD122/ mice have high levels
of cell-associated IL-15.
To assess the stimulatory roles of IL-2 and IL-15 in
CD122/ mice, we examined the proliferation of naive B6
T cells in CD122/ mice crossed to an IL-2/, IL-4/, or
IL-15/ background. The notable finding in this instance was
that, both for donor CD4 and CD8 cells, total recoveries of
the proliferating cells were two- to threefold lower in combined CD122/ IL-2/ and CD122/ IL-15/ hosts than
IL-2–DRIVEN HOMEOSTATIC PROLIFERATION OF CD8 CELLS | Cho et al.
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Figure 2. Proliferation of TCR Tg T cells in CD122ⴚ/ⴚ mice and the influence of T reg cells. (A) Mixtures of FACS-sorted CD44lo SMARTA (Ly5.1)
and OT-II (Thy1.1) CD4 cells or CD44lo 2C (Ly5.1) and OT-I (Thy1.1) CD8 cells were CFSE labeled and transferred into irradiated (750 cGy) B6 (top) and
CD122/ (bottom) mice (0.5–1  106 cells of each population per mouse). Spleen and LN cells were analyzed 7 d later by flow cytometry. Shown are
CFSE profiles of gated donor SMARTA (Ly5.1 Thy1.1) and OT-II (Ly5.1 Thy1.1) CD4 cells or donor 2C (Ly5.1 Thy1.1) and OT-I (Ly5.1 Thy1.1)
CD8 cells. (B) FACS-sorted CD44lo HY (T3.70) or 2C (Ly5.1) CD8 cells were CFSE labeled and transferred into CD122/ mice (0.4–1  106 cells per
mouse). Spleen and LN cells were analyzed 7 d later by flow cytometry. Shown are T3.70 versus CD8 profiles (top) or Ly5.1 versus CD8 profiles (bottom) of
total lymphocytes (left) and CFSE profiles of gated donor HY (T3.70 CD8) and 2C (Ly5.1 CD8) cells (right). Numbers in the dot plots indicate percentages of cells in the gates. (C) Using normal B6 mice as donors, 0.5  106 FACS-sorted CFSE-labeled CD44lo CD8 cells (Thy1.1) were cotransferred with
either 106 CFSE-labeled CD25 CD4 (top) or CD25 CD4 (T reg) cells (bottom) into CD122/ mice. Spleen and LN cells were analyzed 3 d later by flow
cytometry. Histograms show CFSE profiles (left) of gated donor CD4 (Thy1.1 CD8; left) and CD8 (Thy1.1 CD8; right) cells and expression of CD25
and Foxp3 (middle) on gated donor CD25 CD4 (top) and CD25 CD4 cells (bottom). Bar graph shows total donor cell recoveries from the indicated
hosts (mean  SD of two mice per group).
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Figure 3. Comparison with responses to foreign antigens. 106 MACS-purified CFSE-labeled (A) or 0.5 × 106 FACS-sorted unlabeled (B) CD44lo 2C
cells (Ly5.1) were transferred into normal B6 (top) and CD122/ (bottom) mice and were either unimmunized (left) or immunized (right) with either 2 
106 BM-derived DCs pulsed with SIYRp (DC-SIYRp; A) or with soluble SIYRp plus poly I:C (B), as described in Materials and methods. Spleen and LN cells
were analyzed on day 4 (A) and days 4 and 7 (B) by flow cytometry. Dot plots in A and B show Ly5.1 versus CD8 profiles of total lymphocytes on day 4 in
the indicated hosts, and numbers in the plots indicate percentages of cells in the gates. Bar graphs show total recoveries of donor 2C (Ly5.1 CD8) cells
on day 4 (A) and days 4 and 7 (B) from the indicated hosts (mean  SD of two to three mice per group). (C and D) Expression of various surface markers
(C) and intracellular staining of IFN- production (D) on gated donor 2C cells from B6 (left) versus CD122/ (right) mice shown in A. IFN- production
was measured by 5-h in vitro stimulation without (top) or with (bottom) SIYRp, as described in Materials and methods. Numbers in the dot plots indicate
percentages of cells in the quadrants.

in CD122/ IL-4/ or CD122/ mice, suggesting that
proliferation was driven by a combination of IL-2 and IL-15
(Fig. 4 B). To test this possibility directly, we examined the proliferation of 2C CD8 cells crossed to a CD25/ (IL-2R /)
background, thereby limiting the response of the cells to IL-2
but preserving reactivity to IL-15. When these cells were
JEM VOL. 204, August 6, 2007

cotransferred at a 1:1 ratio with allotype (Ly5.1)-marked WT
2C CD8 cells, proliferation of the TCR clonotype-positive
(1B2) 2C cells in CD122/ IL-15/ hosts was modestly
skewed to WT 2C cells, implicating IL-2 as a stimulus (Fig.
5 A). In contrast, proliferation was clearly detectable (though
reduced) for WT 2C cells but was totally absent for CD25/
1791

2C cells in CD122/ IL-15/ hosts (Fig. 5 A), thus implicating IL-15.
These findings provide strong support for the view that
the proliferation of naive CD8 cells in CD122/ hosts reflected joint contact with IL-2 and IL-15. Additional support
for this conclusion was obtained by backcrossing 2C mice to
a CD122/ background, thus causing unresponsiveness of 2C
cells to both cytokines. Cotransfer studies with WT 2C cells
showed that naive CD122/ 2C CD8 cells were totally unable to proliferate in CD122/ hosts (Fig. 5 B). However, these
cells retained the capacity to proliferate in irradiated B6 mice,
i.e., in a situation where proliferation is driven largely by a different cytokine, IL-7 (Fig. 5 B).
Proliferation in CD25ⴚ/ⴚ hosts
Like CD122/ mice, CD25/ mice have lymphadenopathy
and a paucity of T reg cells, reflecting unresponsiveness to
IL-2 (34, 35). CD25/ mice also resemble CD122/ mice
in having raised serum levels of IL-2 of around 100 pg/ml
(references (36, 37) and data not shown). However, because
CD25 expression does not influence responsiveness to IL-15,
levels of IL-15 are presumably normal in CD25/ mice.
Notably, as in CD122/ hosts, strong proliferation of normal B6 and 2C CD8 cells occurred after transfer to CD25/
hosts (Fig. 5 C and not depicted). In the experiment shown,
a 1:1 mixture of naive WT 2C and CD25/ 2C CD8 cells
was injected. These two populations expanded in parallel in
irradiated B6 mice, presumably driven by IL-7. In contrast,
there was marked expansion of WT 2C cells but no proliferation of CD25/ 2C cells in CD25/ hosts. Confirming earlier
findings (see above), the CD25/ 2C cells proliferated well
in CD122–/– hosts (though not as vigorously as WT 2C cells),
1792

presumably in response to IL-15. These data indicate that the
environment of CD25/ mice was strongly stimulatory for
naive CD8 cells. The finding that proliferation in these
hosts was high with normal T cells but undetectable with
CD25/ T cells implies that proliferation was selectively
driven by raised levels of IL-2.
T cell proliferation in response to IL-2–IL-2 mAb complexes
The data with CD122/ and CD25/ mice as hosts suggest
that exposing normal T cells to a high concentration of IL-2,
IL-15, or both induced massive expansion of naive CD8
cells, as well as modest expansion of naive CD4 cells. To
seek further support for the role of IL-2, we studied T cell
proliferation in normal B6 mice injected with IL-2–IL-2
mAb complexes. As previously shown, the biological activity
of IL-2 in vivo is greatly increased by association with IL-2
mAbs (38). When normal T cells were transferred to normal
B6 hosts, injection of IL-2–IL-2 mAb complexes led to
marked proliferation of donor CD44hi CD8 cells (which
have high levels of CD122) but only very limited proliferation of CD44lo CD8 cells, presumably because of strong
competition and IL-2 consumption by the expanded host
CD44hi CD8 cells (38). To avoid the problem of IL-2 consumption by host cells, the following experiments used irradiated B6 mice as hosts.
When naive T cells were transferred to irradiated (750
cGy) B6 hosts followed by daily injections of IL-2–IL-2 mAb
complexes, the pattern of donor T cell proliferation and differentiation into CD44hi cells was quite similar to that seen in
CD122/ hosts (Fig. 6 A and not depicted). Thus, there was
conspicuous proliferation of naive CD8 cells, with total recoveries of these cells on day 5 being ⵑ5-fold higher than
IL-2–DRIVEN HOMEOSTATIC PROLIFERATION OF CD8 CELLS | Cho et al.
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Figure 4. Cytokines as a stimulus in CD122ⴚ/ⴚ mice. (A) Serum IL-2 protein levels were tested from normal B6 versus CD122/ mice by ELISA, as
described in Materials and methods. Means  SD of three to five mice per group are shown. N.D., not detected. (B) A mixture of FACS-sorted CD44lo
CD4 and CD8 cells (Thy1.1) was CFSE labeled and transferred into CD122/, CD122//IL-2/, CD122//IL-4/, and CD122//IL-15/ mice
(106 cells of each subset per mouse). Spleen and LN cells were analyzed 4 d later by flow cytometry. Shown are CFSE profiles (left) of gated donor CD4
(Thy1.1 CD8; left) and CD8 (Thy1.1 CD8; right) cells and total donor cell recoveries from the indicated hosts (bar graph; mean  SD of two to three
mice per group).
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Figure 5. Contribution of IL-2 and IL-15 as stimuli in CD122ⴚ/ⴚ mice. (A) A mixture of FACS-sorted CD44lo WT 2C (Ly5.1, 1B2) and CD25/ 2C
(Ly5.2, 1B2) CD8 cells was CFSE labeled and transferred into CD122//IL-15/ (top) and CD122//IL-15/ (bottom) mice (0.5  106 cells of each
population per mouse). Spleen and LN cells were analyzed 5 d later by flow cytometry. Shown are Ly5.1 and 1B2 profiles (left) of gated total CD8 cells,
CFSE profiles (middle) of gated donor WT (1B2 Ly5.1; left) versus CD25/ (1B2 Ly5.1; right) 2C CD8 cells, and total donor cell recoveries from the
indicated hosts (bar graph; mean  SD of two mice per group). (B) A mixture of FACS-sorted CD44lo WT (Ly5.1) and CD122/ 2C CD8 cells (Ly5.2) was
CFSE labeled and transferred into irradiated (750 cGy) B6 (top) and CD122/ (bottom) mice (0.5  106 cells of each population per mouse). Spleen and
LN cells were analyzed 5 d later by flow cytometry. Shown are Ly5.1 and 1B2 profiles (left) of gated total CD8 cells, CFSE profiles (middle) of gated donor
WT (left) versus CD122/ 2C CD8 (right) cells, and total donor cell recoveries from the indicated hosts (bar graph; mean  SD of two to three mice per
group). (C) A mixture of FACS-sorted CD44lo WT (Ly5.1) and CD25/ 2C CD8 cells (Ly5.2) was CFSE labeled and transferred into normal B6, irradiated
(750 cGy) B6, CD25/, and CD122/ mice (0.5  106 cells of each population per mouse). Spleen and LN cells were analyzed 7 d later by flow cytometry.
Shown are Ly5.1 and 1B2 profiles (left) of gated total CD8 cells, CFSE profiles (middle) of gated donor WT (left) versus CD25/ 2C CD8 (right) cells, and
total donor cell recoveries from the indicated hosts (bar graph; mean  SD of two to three mice per group). Numbers in the dot plots and bar graph indicate percentages of cells in the gates and the ratio of WT to either CD25/ (A and C) or CD122/ (B) 2C CD8 cells recovered.

the number initially injected and ⵑ20-fold higher than in
hosts not injected with IL-2–IL-2 mAb. There was also considerable proliferation of naive CD4 cells, though total yields
of these cells were much less than for CD8 cells (Fig. 6 A).
JEM VOL. 204, August 6, 2007

Likewise, for CD8 cells, proliferation elicited by IL-2–IL-2
mAb complexes applied to TCR Tg cells, i.e., to 2C and
OT-I (Fig. 6 B and not depicted), as well as to polyclonal
B6 cells. As for polyclonal B6 T cells, proliferation of naive
1793

CD44lo 2C TCR Tg CD8 cells elicited by IL-2–IL-2
mAb complexes was intense, and total yields of donor cells
were 20–30-fold higher than in irradiated mice not given
these complexes (Fig. 6 B). As in CD122–/– hosts, the proliferating cells became CD44hi, up-regulated NK markers
(NKG2A), and synthesized granzyme B (Fig. S5, available at
http://www.jem.org/cgi/content/full/jem.20070740/DC1).
Role of MHC-I ligands in proliferation
Except for the marked difference in the rate of proliferation,
the IL-2/IL-15–induced proliferation of naive T cells described in this paper closely resembled typical homeostatic
proliferation in T cell–depleted hosts. In particular, proliferation was more prominent for CD8 cells than CD4 cells,
and there was a similar hierarchy in the response of T cells from
various TCR Tg lines. Because typical slow IL-7–dependent
homeostatic proliferation requires TCR–MHC interaction,
one might expect this requirement to also apply to IL-2/IL-15–
driven proliferation.
To test this possibility, we used combined H-2Kb/
b

D / 2M/ (MHC-I/) mice on a B6 background as
hosts. In initial experiments, we injected an intermediate
1794

dose of 2–3  106 B6 CD8 cells into B6 mice given 750
cGy (the dose of irradiation used above), followed by IL-2–IL2 mAb injection. Contrary to our expectations, donor cell
proliferation was almost as intense in MHC-I/ hosts as in
normal B6 hosts (Fig. 7 A); similar findings applied to the injection of naive 2C CD8 cells (not depicted). One explanation for this surprising finding is that, in MHC-I/ hosts,
the combined effects of heavy irradiation and the injection of
relatively large numbers of T cells caused crowding of the
donor T cells, thus leading to T–T interaction and TCR recognition of MHC-I ligands on neighboring donor T cells.
To assess this possibility, we first injected a similar number of 2  106 CD8 cells into MHC-I/ hosts given a
lower dose (550 cGy) of irradiation, thus increasing competition from radioresistant host MHC-I/ cells in the T cell
areas. In this situation, there was still proliferation of the
donor CD8 cells (a mixture of 2C and B6 cells in the experiment shown), but total yields of donor cells were considerably reduced (Fig. S6, available at http://www.jem.org/cgi/
content/full/jem.20070740/DC1). We then examined the
combined effects of using the low dose of 550 cGy and reducing the numbers of donor T cells by 10-fold to 2  105
IL-2–DRIVEN HOMEOSTATIC PROLIFERATION OF CD8 CELLS | Cho et al.
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Figure 6. Proliferation of naive T cells in response to IL-2–IL-2 mAb complexes. (A) A mixture of FACS-sorted CD44lo CD4 and CD8 cells
(Ly5.1) was CFSE labeled and transferred into irradiated (750 cGy) B6 mice (1.5  106 cells of each subset per mouse). Host mice were either uninjected
(top) or injected i.p. (bottom) daily for four consecutive days with IL-2–IL-2 mAb complexes, as described in Materials and methods. Spleen and LN cells
were analyzed 1 d later (on day 5) by flow cytometry. Shown are Ly5.1 versus CD4 profiles (left) of total lymphocytes, CFSE profiles (middle) of gated donor CD4 (Ly5.1 CD4; left) and CD8 (Ly5.1 CD4; right) cells, and total donor cell recoveries from the indicated hosts (bar graph; mean  SD of
three mice per group). (B) 1–1.5  106 MACS-purified CFSE-labeled CD44lo 2C CD8 cells (1B2) were transferred into irradiated (750 cGy) B6 mice. Host
mice were either untreated (top) or treated (bottom) with IL-2–IL-2 mAb complexes, as in A. Spleen and LN cells were analyzed on day 5 by flow cytometry. Shown are 1B2 versus CD8 profiles (left) of total lymphocytes, CFSE profiles (middle) of gated donor 2C (1B2 CD8) cells, and total donor cell
recoveries from the indicated hosts (bar graph; one representative of at least three independent experiments). Numbers in the dot plots indicate
percentages of cells in the gates.
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(Fig. 7 B). Notably, under these conditions, donor naive
CD8 cell proliferation in MHC-I/ mice, as well as in
TAP-1/ mice, was minimal, and total cell recoveries were
very low (Fig. 7 B). This finding applied to both normal B6
and 2C CD8 cells, which were coinjected at a 1:1 ratio in
the experiment shown; CFSE profiles were poorly resolved
in Fig. 7 B, but other experiments showed that donor CD8
cell proliferation was barely detectable in both MHC-I/
and TAP-1/ hosts (Fig. S7 A). Control studies showed that
strong proliferation in response to IL-2–IL-2 mAb occurred
in irradiated IL-7/ mice, implying little, if any, influence
of host IL-7 (Fig. 7 B and Fig. S7 B); note that the stronger
proliferation in irradiated IL-7/ than B6 hosts probably reflected the paucity of T cells in IL-7/ mice and, therefore,
less competition from host cells. Confirming previous findings (6–8, 17), slow homeostatic proliferation of CD8 cells
in irradiated hosts not given IL-2–IL-2 mAb was abolished
JEM VOL. 204, August 6, 2007

in MHC-I/ hosts, as well as in IL-7/ hosts (Fig. 7 B and
Fig. S7 B).
Despite prior irradiation of the hosts, it was conceivable
that transferring normal T cells to MHC-I/ hosts led to a
host-versus-graft reaction directed to donor MHC-I. This
possibility seemed unlikely, because unlike naive cells, normal MP CD44hi CD8 cells proliferated well to IL-2–IL-2
mAb in MHC-I/ hosts (Fig. 8 A). Nevertheless, to eliminate the possibility of rejection, we generated BM chimeras
by reconstituted heavily irradiated B6 mice with MHC-I/
BM. Doses of 2  105 naive CD44lo CD8 T cells from
these chimeras were then exposed to IL-2–IL-2 mAb on
adoptive transfer. Unexpectedly, there was a small degree of
proliferation of donor MHC-I–/– CD8 cells in both MHCI/ and TAP-1/ hosts (Fig. 8, A and B). However, proliferation was far less than in B6 hosts, and cell recoveries were
very low. With a higher dose of 2  106 donor CD8 cells,
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Figure 7. MHC-I requirement for IL-2–IL-2 mAb–driven proliferation. (A) FACS-sorted CD44lo CD8 cells (Ly5.1) were CFSE labeled and transferred into irradiated (750 cGy) B6 (top) and MHC-I/ (bottom) mice (2.5–3  106 cells per mouse). Host mice were either uninjected or injected with
IL-2–IL-2 mAb complexes, as in Fig. 6. Spleen and LN cells were analyzed on day 5 by flow cytometry. Shown are Ly5.1 versus CD8 profiles (left) of total
lymphocytes, CFSE profiles (middle) of gated donor CD8 (Ly5.1 CD8) cells, and total donor cell recoveries from the indicated hosts (bar graph; mean 
SD of two mice per group). (B) A mixture of FACS-sorted CD44lo B6 (Ly5.1) and 2C CD8 cells (Thy1.1) was transferred into various irradiated (550 cGy)
B6, MHC-I/, TAP-1/, and IL-7/ mice (105 cells of each population per mouse), followed either by no treatment or injection of IL-2–IL-2 mAb complexes, as in Fig. 6. Spleen and LN cells were analyzed on day 7 by flow cytometry. Shown are Thy1.1 versus Ly5.1 profiles (left) of total CD8 cells and
total recoveries of donor B6 (Ly5.1 Thy1.1) and 2C (Ly5.1 Thy1.1) CD8 cells from the indicated hosts (bar graph; one representative of two independent experiments). Numbers in the dot plots indicate percentages of cells in the gates.

IL-2–induced proliferation in MHC-I/ hosts was ⵑ10-fold
higher with MHC-I/ donor cells than with MHC-I/ cells
(Fig. 8 C), further supporting the view that T cell crowding
leads to TCR–MHC-I interaction via T–T interaction (see
above). Collectively, the data indicate that proliferation of naive CD8 cells induced by IL-2–IL-2 mAb injection is strongly
MHC-I dependent.
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MHC-I/ and TAP-1/ hosts) and total donor cell recoveries (bar graph;
mean  SD of two mice per group). (C) MHC-I/ CD44lo (Thy1.2; top) or
MHC-I/ CD44lo (Ly5.1; bottom) CD8 cells were purified by FACS sorting from MHC-I/ BM→B6 chimeras and normal B6.SJL mice, respectively, and transferred into irradiated (550 cGy) MHC-I/ mice (2  106
cells per mouse). Host mice were either uninjected or injected with IL-2–
L-2 mAb complexes, as in Fig. 6. Spleen and LN cells were analyzed on
day 5 by flow cytometry. Shown are CFSE profiles (left) of gated donor
MHC-I/ CD44lo CD8 (Ly5.1 Kb Db CD8; bottom) and MHC-I/
CD44lo CD8 (Thy1.2 CFSE Kb Db CD8; top) cells and total donor
cell recoveries from the indicated hosts (bar graph; mean  SD of two
mice per group).
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Figure 8. Response of MHC-Iⴚ/ⴚ CD8ⴙ cells to IL-2–IL-2 mAb in
MHC-Iⴚ/ⴚ hosts. (A) MHC-I/ CD44hi (Ly5.1; top) or MHC-I/ CD44lo
(Thy1.2; bottom) CD8 cells were purified by FACS sorting from normal
B6.SJL and MHC-I/ BM→B6 chimeras, as described in Materials and
methods, respectively, and transferred into irradiated (550 cGy) MHC-I/
mice (2  105 cells per mouse). Host mice were either uninjected or injected with IL-2–IL-2 mAb complexes, as in Fig. 6. Spleen and LN cells
were analyzed on day 5 by flow cytometry. Shown are CFSE profiles (left)
of gated donor MHC-I/ CD44hi CD8 (Ly5.1 Kb Db CD8; top) and
MHC-I/ CD44lo CD8 (Thy1.2 CFSE Kb Db CD8; bottom) cells and
total donor cell recoveries from the indicated hosts (bar graph; mean 
SD of two mice per group). (B) FACS-sorted MHC-I/ CD44lo CD8 cells
were obtained as in A, CFSE labeled, transferred into irradiated (550 cGy)
B6.PL (Thy1.1; top), MHC-I/ (middle), and TAP-1/ mice (bottom; 2  105
cells per mouse), and followed either by no treatment or injection of IL-2–
IL-2 mAb complexes, as in Fig. 6. Host mice were also treated with antiNK1.1 mAb (days −1, 0, 2, and 4), as described in Materials and methods.
Spleen and LN cells were analyzed on day 5 by flow cytometry. Shown are
CFSE profiles (left) of gated donor MHC-I/ CD44lo CD8 cells (Thy1.2
Kb Db CD8 for B6.PL hosts; Thy1.2 CFSE Kb Db CD8 for both

DISCUSSION
The strong stimulatory effects of IL-2 on naive T cells described in this paper stemmed from the initial observation that
normal T cells underwent massive expansion after transfer to
CD122/ hosts. This finding might not seem surprising, because CD122/ mice have prominent lymphadenopathy and
most of their T cells are in an activated state (20). So, stimulation of both donor and host T cells could be attributed to
some form of “cytokine storm,” perhaps reflecting the lack of
T reg cells in CD122/ mice (31). In this case, one can consider two scenarios. The simplest idea is that T reg cells act by
inhibiting responses to self-components, the florid proliferation of host (and donor) T cells in CD122/ mice reflecting
unrestrained antiself-responses. Therefore, our expectation
was that the proliferation of donor T cells in CD122/ hosts
would be substantially reduced by cotransfer of normal T reg
cells. Surprisingly, this was not the case. Thus, proliferation
of donor CD8 cells in CD122/ mice was as rapid with
cotransfer of donor T reg cells as with transfer of control normal CD25 CD4 cells, even at a high (2:1) ratio of CD4
to CD8 cells.
The second scenario is that the lack of T reg cells and
other CD25 (IL-2R ) cells in CD122/ mice leads to
a failure to use IL-2, causing host IL-2 levels to rise and
thereby provide a powerful stimulus for IL-2–responsive
donor T cells. In fact, serum IL-2 levels in CD122/ mice
were found to be markedly elevated, presumably reflecting
the combined effects of the lack of IL-2R (CD122) expression by host cells plus strong IL-2 synthesis as a byproduct of the antiself-response; high IL-2 levels may also
reflect lack of feedback inhibition of IL-2 synthesis by IL-2
(39). Conceivably, high IL-2 expression could explain the
apparent dysfunction of normal T reg cells transferred to
CD122/ hosts. Further studies will be needed to answer
this question.
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IL-2/IL-15–mediated stimulation of naive CD8 cells in
vivo was strikingly rapid and was particularly prominent in
CD122/ hosts. In this case, even small numbers of donor cells
proliferated extensively for many days and outnumbered host
cells within 1–2 wk. Based on studies with TCR Tg cells, the
tempo of proliferation in CD122/ hosts was as high or higher
than the response of naive T cells to foreign antigen (through
definitive data would require studies on responses to infectious
agents). Also, as with responses to foreign antigens, proliferation
driven by IL-2/IL-15 led to overt activation and differentiation
of naive CD8 cells into effector cells. A key issue is whether
the cells were stimulated solely by cytokines or, as for lymphopenia-induced proliferation, required a combination of cytokines and a TCR signal. TCR recognition of foreign antigens
was unlikely, because proliferation applied to naive T cells from
several TCR Tg lines. It is notable that proliferation was far
weaker, though detectable, with T3.70 CD8 T cells from
the HY TCR Tg line. This line is unique in being unable to
undergo lymphopenia-induced proliferation (19, 28, 29), which
is presumed to reflect that, unlike OT-I and 2C CD8 cells,
HY CD8 cells have below-average TCR affinity for self–
MHC-I ligands (19) and/or low “TCR promiscuity” (54).
The different rates of proliferation of various TCR Tg
cells in CD122/ hosts provided strong, if indirect, support
for the notion that proliferation of naive donor CD8 cells in
CD122/ hosts is MHC-I dependent. In favor of this idea,
preliminary experiments still in progress showed that proliferation of donor CD8 cells was virtually abolished in combined CD122/ TAP-1/ mice (unpublished data). Similar
findings applied to proliferation induced by IL-2–IL-2 mAb
complexes, though these results critically depended on the
dose of T cells injected. With transfer of small numbers of
CD8 cells, IL-2–IL-2 mAb–induced proliferation was barely
detectable in both MHC-I/ and TAP-1/ hosts, thus
clearly implicating a requirement for TCR–MHC-I interaction. Surprisingly, however, proliferation in these hosts was
quite high when large numbers of T cells were transferred.
A likely explanation for this finding is that crowding of the
donor T cells in the host lymphoid tissues facilitated T–T interaction, thus leading to significant TCR contact with MHC-I
on neighboring T cells. This problem was avoided by generating MHC-I/ CD8 cells in MHC-I/ BM→B6 chimeras.
With these cells, IL-2–IL-2 mAb–induced proliferation of
naive CD8 cells was far lower in MHC-I/ and TAP-1/
hosts than normal B6 hosts.
Collectively, the data make a strong case that stimulation
of naive CD8 cells by IL-2 (and probably IL-15 as well) in
vivo is MHC-I dependent. Nevertheless, it should be noted
that, even with MHC-I/ T cells, naive CD8 cells did divide several times when exposed to IL-2–IL-2 mAb in an
MHC-I/ environment. Whether this finding indicates that
a portion of the response of naive CD8 cells to IL-2 is totally MHC-I independent or has other explanations remains
to be elucidated.
The biological significance of IL-2/IL-15–induced proliferation of naive CD8 cells in vivo is a matter for speculation.
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The presence of high levels of IL-2 in CD122/ mice did
not necessarily indicate that donor cell proliferation was elicited by IL-2 by itself. IL-2 was clearly important, because proliferation was reduced with the transfer of CD25/ T cells to
CD122/ mice and also with the transfer of normal T cells to
combined CD122/ IL-2/ hosts. Though reduced, proliferation in these situations was still substantial, however, implicating other cytokines. IL-15 was a logical possibility because
CD122 is a known receptor for IL-15 and IL-2 (40–45). Strong
support for this idea came from the finding that donor T cell
proliferation was even lower in CD122/ IL-15/ mice
than in CD122/ IL-2/ hosts. The key finding, however,
was that proliferation was undetectable with the transfer of
CD122/ T cells, i.e., T cells that were unresponsive to both
IL-2 and IL-15; in this case, to avoid T cell hyperplasia, we
used naive 2C CD8 cells crossed to a CD122/ background.
Collectively, these findings indicate that donor T cell proliferation in CD122/ hosts is limited to just two cytokines, IL-2
and IL-15. The prominent role of IL-15 is surprising, because
like others (33, 46, 47), we failed to detect IL-15 in the serum
of CD122/ hosts. Hence, IL-15 presumably accumulated in
these mice in cell-associated rather than soluble form. It should
be noted that strong proliferation of naive CD8 cells also occurred in CD25/ hosts. These mice resemble CD122/
mice in having raised levels of IL-2 (36, 37), but IL-15 levels
are probably normal. This follows from the finding that
CD25/ 2C CD8 cells proliferated only in CD122/ and
not CD25/ hosts.
The conclusion that naive donor cell proliferation in
CD122–/– hosts is driven by a mixture of IL-2 and IL-15 predicts that these cytokines would have comparable effects on
T cells in normal mice. For IL-15, this is indeed the case. Thus,
when complexed with soluble IL-15R , IL-15 was recently
found to be stimulatory for naive T cells (CD8 cells) in vivo,
as well as for MP cells (48, 49). Stimulation of naive CD8
cells was also seen with the injection of IL-2, in the form of
IL-2–IL-2 mAb complexes (38). However, such proliferation
was very limited and dwarfed by the massive proliferation of
MP cells. These findings applied in normal mice as hosts, and
as shown here, quite different results occurred with irradiated
hosts. In these hosts, IL-2–IL-2 mAb injection elicited strong
proliferation of naive T cells, presumably reflecting reduced
consumption of IL-2 by host cells.
Both with IL-2 injection and cell transfer to CD122/
hosts, proliferation of naive T cells applied to both CD4 and
CD8 cells but was heavily skewed to CD8 cells. In part,
this finding can be attributed to appreciably higher expression of CD122 (at the intermediate rather than high level) on
CD8 cells than CD4 cells (50). However, it also appears
that CD8 cells are intrinsically more sensitive to cytokines
than CD4 cells. This is apparent from several findings, including the faster tempo of proliferation of CD8 than CD4
cells for lymphopenia-induced homeostatic proliferation
(14–17, 29) and the marked overrepresentation of CD8
cells in IL-7 Tg mice (12, 51) and suppressor of cytokine signaling–1/ mice (52, 53).
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We suggest that both forms of proliferation fall into the category of “homeostatic” proliferation: each type of proliferation
represents a TCR-driven response to self-components, with
the quality of the response being dictated by the differing
stimulatory properties of the c cytokines concerned.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mice. C57BL/6 (B6), B6.PL (Thy1.1), B6.SJL (Ly5.1), IL-4/, IL-2/,
CD25/, CD122/, TAP-1/, and RAG/ mice, all on a B6 background, were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory. Sources of 2C, OT-I,
HY.RAG/, OT-II, and SMARTA TCR Tg mice were previously described (17, 19, 25, 29). Origins of IL-15/ and MHC-I/ mice, all on a
B6 background, were previously described (11, 17). 2C.Ly5.1 (or Thy1.1),
OT-I.Thy1.1, SMARTA.Ly5.1, and OT-II.Thy1.1 mice were generated by
being crossed to B6.SJL or B6.PL mice. IL-2/, CD25/, and CD122/
mice were obtained from heterozygote breeders and screened by PCR methods using a primer provided by the Jackson Laboratory. 2C/CD25/, 2C/
CD122/, and OT-I/CD122/ mice were made from heterozygote breeders (2C/CD25/, 2C/CD122/, and OT-I/CD122/ mice, respectively). CD122//IL-2/, CD122//IL-4/, and CD122//IL-15/
mice were generated from heterozygote breeders (CD122//IL-2/,
CD122//IL-4/, and CD122//IL-15/ mice, respectively). All mice
were maintained under specific pathogen-free conditions and, unless otherwise described, used at 4–6 wk of age. All animal experiments were performed according to protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee at the Scripps Research Institute and the Animal Ethics and
Experimentation Committee at Garvan Institute of Medical Research.
T cell purification and adoptive transfer. Polyclonal naive CD4 and
CD8 cells used for adoptive transfer experiments were purified from pooled
(inguinal, axillary, lateral axillary, cervical, mesenteric, and periarterial) LN
by cell sorting. In brief, LN cells were first enriched for CD3 T cells by using a mouse T cell enrichment column (R&D Systems). Enriched T cells
were labeled with antibodies and further purified by cell sorting for obtaining
CD4 CD44lo and CD8 CD44lo T cells. In some experiments, a similar
protocol was used to isolate CD4 CD44hi, CD8 CD44hi, CD25 CD4,
and CD25 CD4 T cells. All cells described were isolated from normal
young (4–6 wk of age, for naive T cells) or old (6–8 mo of age, for MP T
cells) B6, B6.PL, or B6.SJL mice, as indicated in the figures. CD44lo TCR
Tg cells (OT-II, SMARTA, HY. RAG/, 2C, and OT-I) were isolated by
direct cell sorting without prior enrichment steps. For the experiments using
HY, CD8 cells from female HY.RAG/ mice were used as donors and
transferred into female recipients, as indicated in the figures. Cell sorting was
performed using a FACSAria (BD Biosciences). The purity of sorted cells
was routinely tested after sorting and was 98%. In some experiments, naive
2C T cells were purified by MACS using a CD8 T cell isolation kit (Miltenyi
Biotec), according to the manufacturer’s instructions, and, for deleting
CD44hi cells, were further selected by MACS using pretitrated amount of
biotin-conjugated anti-CD44 mAb plus antibiotin microbeads (Miltenyi Biotec). For adoptive transfer experiments, unless otherwise stated, purified
T cells were labeled with 2.5–5 M CFSE (Invitrogen) as previously described
(11). Various numbers of unlabeled or CFSE-labeled purified T cells were
transferred i.v. into different mice, as indicated in the figures. In some experiments, normal B6 mice given 750 cGy of whole-body irradiation 1 d before
adoptive transfer were used as hosts. At the time points indicated in the figures,
spleen and LN cells were analyzed with various fluorochrome-conjugated
antibodies by flow cytometry, as described in the following section.
Antibodies and flow cytometry. Cell suspensions of spleen and LN were
prepared according to standard protocols and stained for FACS analysis using
PBS containing 1% FCS, 2 mM EDTA, and 0.05% sodium azide with the
following mAbs (obtained from eBioscience unless otherwise stated): FITCor Alexa Fluor 405–conjugated anti-CD4 (RM4-5; BD Biosciences and
Caltag Laboratories, respectively); PE-, PerCP-Cy5.5–, or allophycocyanin
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In certain respects, this form of proliferation is similar to
lymphopenia-induced proliferation, notably with regard to (a)
the requirement for TCR interaction with self-ligands plus
contact with a c cytokine (IL-7 vs. IL-2/IL-15), (b) a hierarchy in the response of TCR Tg T cells, and (c) preferential
stimulation of CD8 cells over CD4 cells. In fact, the only
major difference is in the intensity of the response: lymphopeniainduced proliferation is typically slow, whereas the IL-2–
induced proliferation described is very rapid and leads to overt
T cell activation. This difference may reflect that the cytokines
concerned, IL-7 and IL-2, have essentially different functions.
Thus, at least in mice, IL-7 acts largely by maintaining cell
survival and is much weaker than IL-2 in inducing T cell proliferation (38, 43–45, 55, 56).
With regard to physiological importance, lymphopeniainduced proliferation is clearly practical whenever T cell numbers are low, e.g., in the neonatal period or after treatment of
adults with cytotoxic drugs. Under these conditions, raised
levels of IL-7 cause T cell numbers to expand gradually. For
the rapid type of proliferation described in this study, however, whether the marked elevation of IL-2 (and IL-15) found
in CD122/ mice ever occurs naturally is doubtful. This issue raises the question of how and why naive T cells gradually
differentiate into MP cells, with the latter becoming a dominant population in old age. The prevailing view is that this
transition reflects a lifetime of exposure to various environmental antigens. However, it is striking that, at least in young
animals, the proportion of MP cells in germ-free and “antigenfree” mice is not obviously lower than in normal mice (57–59).
Hence, most of the MP cells in normal mice are presumably
stimulated by self-ligands rather than foreign antigens. In
neonatal life, this transition could be mediated largely by IL-7
during the period of lymphopenia when T cells are just beginning to be exported from the thymus. But how can one
account for the transition of naive T cells into MP cells in
adult life? At this stage, lymphopenia-induced proliferation via
IL-7 seems unlikely. The possibility we are exploring is that
the naive→MP cell transition in adults is elicited by transient
elevation of IL-2 and/or IL-15, and perhaps other c cytokines synthesized during responses to various infectious agents.
In these situations, one can envisage that bursts of c cytokines
released by antigen-specific T cells at the sites of infection act
on bystander naive T cells: combined with continued TCR
contact with self-MHC ligands, the naive T cells then divide
and differentiate into MP cells. This scenario is still hypothetical, but it is of interest that, in one study, exposing TCR Tg
cells to a bystander infectious agent, Mycobacterium tuberculosis,
caused the T cells to divide briefly (60). Whether the cells differentiated into MP cells was not discussed.
In conclusion, we have described a novel form of MHCI–dependent homeostatic proliferation in which exposure to
high levels of IL-2 or IL-15 in vivo causes massive proliferation of naive CD8 cells and differentiation into effector cells
and memory cells. Except for the marked difference in the
rate of proliferation, IL-2/IL-15–induced proliferation closely
resembles typical IL-7–mediated lymphopenic proliferation.
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(APC)-conjugated anti-CD8 (53–6.7; BD Biosciences); PE-conjugated antiCD25 (PC61.5), anti-CD69 (H1.2F3), anti-CD62L (MEL-14), anti-CD122
(TM-1), anti-CD94 (18d3), anti-NKG2A (16a11), anti-NKG2D (A10 and
CX5), anti-Foxp3 (FJK-16s), anti–granzyme B (GB11; Caltag Laboratories),
and anti-HY TCR (T3.70); PE-, APC-, or Alexa Fluor 405–conjugated
anti-CD44 (IM7; Caltag Laboratories); FITC-, PE-, or APC-conjugated
anti-CD45.1 (A20); FITC-, PE-, or APC-conjugated anti-CD90.1 (HIS51);
FITC- or biotin-conjugated anti-NKG2ACE (20d5); and biotin-conjugated
2C TCR clonotype 1B2 antibody (11). Biotin-conjugated antibodies were
developed with PE- or APC-conjugated streptavidin. Intracellular granzyme
B and Foxp3 staining were performed according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. In brief, cells were stained first for cell surface markers, then
fixed using 2% paraformaldehyde and permeabilized using saponin before
intracellular staining. Flow cytometry samples were analyzed using a digital
flow cytometer (LSR II; BD Biosciences). Data were analyzed using FlowJo
software (TreeStar, Inc.).

Generation of BM chimeras. BM cells were obtained from MHC-I/
mice (Ly5.2), and mature T cells were depleted using anti-Thy1.2 mAb (J1j)
plus Low-Tox Guinea Pig Complement (Cedarlane Laboratories), as previously described (9, 11). 5  106 T cell–depleted MHC-I/ BM cells were
injected i.v. into irradiated (1,200 cGy) B6.SJL mice that received 100 g
anti-NK1.1 mAb (PK136) 1 d before transfer. 2 mo later, MHC-I/
CD44lo CD8 cells (Ly5.2) were obtained from these MHC-I/ BM→B6
chimeras by FACS sorting with a purity of 98% (Ly5.2 Kb Db CD44lo
CD8). It is noted that the levels of all tested surface markers (CD25, CD43,
CD44, CD62L, CD69, CD122, CD127, and CD45RA) on MHC-I/
CD8 cells from these chimeras were similar to control naive B6 CD8
cells. 2  105 purified MHC-I/ CD44lo CD8 cells per mouse were labeled with CFSE and injected i.v. into the mice indicated in the figures that
were irradiated (550 cGy) 1 d before transfer. The host mice were also
treated i.p. with anti-NK1.1 mAb (PK136) 1 d before transfer (day −1; 100 g)
and days 0, 2, and 4 (50 g) thereafter.
Injection of IL-2–IL-2 mAb complexes. IL-2–anti–IL-2 mAb complexes were prepared as previously described (38), with slight modifications.
In brief, 1 g recombinant mouse IL-2 (PeproTech) was mixed with 25 g
anti–IL-2 mAb (S4B6) purified from hybridomas, incubated for 10 min on
ice and for 30 min at 37°C, and injected i.p. daily for four consecutive days
into the irradiated (550–750 cGy) mice indicated in the figures that had previously received various populations of purified donor T cells.
ELISA. Blood from 4–6-wk-old WT B6, CD122/, and CD25/ mice
was collected to obtain serum, which was then tested in a standard IL-2
sandwich ELISA, as previously described (9)
Online supplemental material. Fig. S1 shows the proliferation and expansion of donor thymocytes in normal B6 versus CD122/ hosts. Fig.
S2 shows expression of various surface markers on donor CD8 cells in
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